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This update will be 4 (+ more features) updates in one (similar to last update [2.18.0.3]). This 
update includes the GitHub PRs of 2.18.0.3 Content Patch 1, 2.18.0.3 Bug Patch 1, 2.18.0.3 
Content Patch 2, and 2.18.0.3 Content Patch 2.5. This update will also bring in new details that 
isn’t on any 2.18.0.3 patch.

Big highlights include:
● The cookie menu has a new redesign!
● The history section on the index page now has logo popovers!

View the changelog details on the next couple of slides. →

2.19 - “random big update” Update
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https://github.com/Alex-Toucan/atproducts.xyz/pull/214
https://github.com/Alex-Toucan/atproducts.xyz/pull/215
https://github.com/Alex-Toucan/atproducts.xyz/pull/216
https://github.com/Alex-Toucan/atproducts.xyz/pull/216
https://github.com/Alex-Toucan/atproducts.xyz/pull/217
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Added
Added in the history section on the Index page, new popovers showing old/current logos on 
certain text referring to those logos. (#218)
Added more resources to CodingHome. (#214, #216 & #218)
Added a new "Hard Time III" entry to MDickie Projects. (#216)

Changed
Redesigned the cookie menu. (#218)
Made all modals wider. (#218)
Patched IDA's link and up-to-date name. (#214)
Made The Script Community more up-to-date. (#214)
Changed the table in the SQL Basics in CodingHome to a Bootstrap table. (#218)
Overhauled all scrollspies' padding. (#214)
Updated Astro from v4.9.2 to v4.11.3. (#216 & #217)
Updated @astrojs/react from v3.4.0 to v3.6.0. (#217)
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Removed
Removed the disclaimer from MDickie Projects. (#217)

Bug Fixes
Fixed a bug that prevented downloading links to work upon request from MDickie Projects. (#217)
Fixed a bug that prevented the JavaScript Basics section from loading in The Script Community. 
(#214)
Fixed a rendering issue with the backup version of CodingHome at the bottom half of the page. 
(#215)
Fixed a bug that showed different shadows on the navbar between different browsers. (#218)
Fixed invalid ID links in the HTML Basics section in The Script Community. (#218)
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